PAINTER I

NATURE OF WORK IN THIS CLASS:

Performs semi-skilled painting work.

Employees in this class work under general supervision performing semi-skilled work or assist others in skilled work under close supervision.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK: (These examples do not list all the duties which may be assigned; any one position may not include all the duties listed).

Prepares surfaces to be painted by use of burners, scrapers, sandpaper or sanding machines, dusters, paint remover solutions, putty and tape.

Erects scaffolding, ladder or platform and lays drop cloths.

Applies paint and other finishes to a variety of interior and exterior surfaces with brush, roller, and/or spray equipment.

Cleans and maintains brushes and other painting equipment.

Assists higher level painters in skilled tasks.

Performs routine maintenance tasks.

May assist in the mixing of paints, stains, lacquers, and enamels.

Performs related duties as required.

MINIMUM KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND SKILLS:

Knowledge of the standard methods, practices, tools and materials of the painting trade.

Knowledge of the proper preparation of surfaces to be painted.

Ability to work from high ladders, scaffolds and platforms.

Ability to read, understand, and follow oral or written instructions.

Ability to apply safe work practices on the job.
Semi-skill in the painting trade.

**MINIMUM EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING:**

(a) Two years of experience in preparing and painting buildings, furniture, equipment and other surfaces; or

(b) Any equivalent combination of experience and training which provides the minimum knowledge, abilities and skills.
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